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Abstract

Squirrel cage induction motors suffer from numerous faults, for example cracks in the rotor bars. This paper aims to present a novel algorithm based on Least Squares Support Vector Machine (LS-SVM) for detection partial rupture rotor bar of the squirrel cage asynchronous machine. The stator current spectral analysis based on FFT method is applied in order to extract the fault frequencies related to rotor bar partial rupture. Afterward the LS-SVM approach is established as monitoring system to detect the degree of rupture rotor bar. The training and testing data sets used are derived from the spectral analysis of one stator phase current, containing information about characteristic harmonics related to the partial rupture rotor bar. Satisfactory and more accurate results are obtained by applying LS-SVM to fault diagnosis of rotor bar.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Induction motors are the mainstay for every industry. However like any other machine, they will eventually fail because of heavy duty cycles, poor working environment, installation and manufacturing factors, etc. With escalating demands for reliability and efficiency, the field of fault diagnosis in induction motors is gaining importance [1-3]. The diagnosis and oversight of a device are generally passed through the knowledge of his healthy behaviour, total control of the various modes of operation is then essential when considering an advanced monitoring of the process.

For this purpose, their maintenance and their diagnosis have become an economic issue. Therefore, it is recommended to detect faults early in order to remedy them in the shortest possible time to minimize the effects on the electrical installation or on the machine itself. Broadly, an induction motor can develop either internal fault or external fault. With reference to the origin, a fault may be mechanical or electrical. Fault can be classified as stator fault or rotor fault depending on the location of the fault. Faults associated with the moving parts like bearing and cooling faults are categorized as rotor faults [1-2].

The detection of broken rotor bars in induction motor is very important issue. Therefore, several diagnostic approaches are employed. Those methods are based mainly on the signals spectrum analysis utilizing Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), in particular motor current signature analysis (MCSA) [2], [3], [4] or internal signals from closed-loop control structure [6]. [2-3].Over the recent years, there has been increasing efforts dedicated in establishing AI based models to predict real-world time-dependent data. Various AI approaches such as the Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Adaptive Network based Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS), Support Vector Machine (SVM), and Least Squares Support Vector Machine (LS-SVM) approaches have been applied to cope with time series prediction in various domains [4-6]. Support vector machines have been utilized as a popular algorithm realized from the machine learning [7]. LS-SVM is a modification of the original SVM where the resulting optimization problem has half the number of parameters and the model is optimized by solving a linear system of equations instead of a quadratic programming [7-8].

In this paper, LS-SVM approach is proposed for fault diagnosis and estimation of the partial rupture rotor bar of the squirrel cage asynchronous machine using information provided by the frequency analysis of the stator current phase.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Sections 2 give a short presentation of multi-winding model of squirrel-cage induction motor. Section 3 describes the LS-SVM approach followed by the proposed methodology in section 4. Section 5 is devoted to simulation results and conclusion of this study is conducted in the last section.
2. MULTI-WINDING MODEL OF SQUIRREL-CAGE INDUCTION MOTOR

The development of a diagnostic procedure, based on analytical models for asynchronously driven asynchronous machines, requires the synthesis of a model able to take into account its structure and to account for the transient behaviour of the latter. To do this, we must move towards the multi-winding model to be able to individually represent the rotor bars for a description better suited to defects. The modelling described in this section is intended to represent the short-circuit bars and rings individually for an asynchronous squirrel cage motors [2].

2.1 Electrics equations

Figure 1 shows the equivalent electrical circuit of a rotor mesh, where the rotor bars and the short-circuit ring portions are represented by their corresponding resistances and leakage inductances.

With reference to Figure 1, the equations for stator and rotor voltages meshes will be:

\[ [V] = [R][I] + \frac{\partial([I][I])}{\partial t} \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The matrix of voltage and current respectively as flows by:

\[ [V] = [V_s]V_{st}V_{sc} \]
\[ [V_r] = [V_r]V_{r2} \ldots V_{rN_b}V_{re}^t \]
\[ [I_s] = [I_s][I_s] \]
\[ [I_r] = [I_r]I_{r2} \ldots I_{rkb}/e^t \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

The stator resistance matrix is given by:

\[ [R_s] = \begin{bmatrix} R_s & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & R_s & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & R_s \end{bmatrix} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

The rotor resistance matrix is given by:

\[ [R_e] + [R_o] = \begin{bmatrix} R_e & 0 & 0 & \ldots & 0 \\ 0 & R_e & 0 & \ldots & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & R_e & \ldots & 0 \\ \ldots & \ldots & \ldots & \ldots & \ldots \end{bmatrix} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

The mutual inductance matrix between stator phases and rotor mesh is following by:

\[ [L_{mr}] = \begin{bmatrix} L_{ar1} & L_{ar2} & \ldots & L_{ar(N_b-1)} & L_{arN_b} & 0 \\ L_{br1} & L_{br2} & \ldots & L_{br(N_b-1)} & L_{brN_b} & 0 \\ L_{cr1} & L_{cr2} & \ldots & L_{cr(N_b-1)} & L_{crN_b} & 0 \end{bmatrix} \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

The matrix of inductances of stator phases:

\[ [L_{rs}] = \begin{bmatrix} L_s & L_{sb} & L_{sc} \\ L_{sa} & L_b & L_{bc} \\ L_{ca} & L_{cb} & c \end{bmatrix} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

The matrix of inductances of rotor expressed by the relation (7):

\[ [L_e] = \begin{bmatrix} L_{e1} & L_{e2} & \ldots & L_{e(N_b-1)} & L_{eN_b} & -I_e \\ L_{e2} & L_{e3} & \ldots & L_{e(N_b-1)} & L_{eN_b} & -I_e \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\ L_{eN_b} & L_{e1} & \ldots & L_{e(N_b-1)} & L_{eN_b} & -I_e \end{bmatrix} \]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

2.2 Mechanical equation

Depending on the application to which the motor is designated, it is possible to define the mechanical equation of the associated motion by:

\[ J \frac{d\omega}{dt} + f_s \omega = C_e - C_r \]  \hspace{1cm} (8)

a. Case of the crack of (n) rotor bars:

In this study, the broken rotor bar is modelled by increasing the resistance of the broken bar. The procedure consists in adding to the matrix of rotor resistances \([R_s]\) a new matrix \([R_o]\). In the event that the fault concerns a bar \(k\), the matrix \([R_o]\) is written as follows:

\[ [R_o] = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 & 0 & \ldots & 0 \\ 0 & R_{k1} & 0 & \ldots & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & \ldots & 0 \\ \ldots & \ldots & \ldots & \ldots & \ldots \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & \ldots & 0 \end{bmatrix} \]  \hspace{1cm} (9)

With:

\[ R_{k1} = R_{k+1,k+1} = (M + 1) \times R_b + 2 \times R_e \]  \hspace{1cm} (10)

\[ R_{k+1,k} = R_{k+1,k} = -(M) \times R_b \]  \hspace{1cm} (11)

In case of the broken bar, the value of the resistance \(R_b\) is multiplied by a factor of \(M = 7 \times 10^3\).

So, the squirrel cage resistance matrix, taking into account the defect, is defined as follows:

\[ [R_{sc}] = [R_s] + [R_o] \]  \hspace{1cm} (12)

In order to modelling a Partial Rupture (PR) rotor bar, the resistance \(R_b\) is multiplied by a factor
$M$ varied between 70 and 700. This factor can be rewrite as $M = 700 * M'$, where the new factor $M'$ take the values in percentage 10%, 20% ... 100%. The maximum value of $M$ is 700 for $M'$ equal to 100%.

### 3. LEAST SQUARES SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINES

A short description of LS-SVM is presented in this section while a detailed theatrical and description are given in the references [8-12]. The aim of LS-SVM regression problem for given dataset $\{x_i, y_i\}^N_{i=1}$, is to approximation a model of the form:

$$ y = w^T \phi(x) + b $$

where $w$ is the weight vector, $\phi$ is the nonlinear function that maps the input space to a high-dimension feature space and performs linear regression, and $b$ represent the bias term.

In the case of function estimation task, the Structural Risk Minimization (SRM) principle is introduced, and the optimization problem is used to formulate the Eq.(14), where $y$ indicate the regularization parameter to calculate the trade-off between the smoothness of the estimation function and training error minimization, and $e_i$ is the error between the desired and the actual output.

$$ \min_j (w,e) = \frac{1}{2} w^T w + \frac{1}{2} \gamma \sum_{i=1}^N e_i^2 $$

subject to $y_i = w^T \phi(x_i) + b + e_i$ $i = 1,2,...,N$

**Lagrange Multiplier optimal programming** method is applied to solve Eq.(14) and to derive solutions $w$ and $e_i$. The method considers objective and constraint terms simultaneously. lagrange function $L$ is shown as Eq.(15).

$$ L(w,b,e,a) = \frac{1}{2} w^T w + \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^N e_i^2 - \sum_{i=1}^N a_i \left[ w^T \phi(x_i) + b + e_i - y_i \right] $$

where $a_i$ are Lagrange multipliers.

The solution of Eq.(15) can be found by partially differentiating with respect to $w$, $b$, $e_i$ and $a_i$.

$$ \frac{\partial L}{\partial w} = 0 \Rightarrow w = \sum_{i=1}^N a_i \phi(x_i) $$

$$ \frac{\partial L}{\partial b} = 0 \Rightarrow \sum_{i=1}^N a_i = 0 $$

$$ \frac{\partial L}{\partial e_i} = 0 \Rightarrow a_i = \eta e_i \quad i = 1,2,...,N $$

$$ \frac{\partial L}{\partial a_i} = 0 \Rightarrow w^T \phi(x_i) + b + e_i - y_i = \eta e_i \quad i = 1,2,...,N $$

(15)

The solution yields after elimination of $w$ and $e_i$,

$$ \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ 1 \end{bmatrix} k + \frac{1}{\gamma} \begin{bmatrix} b \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ y \end{bmatrix} $$

(16)

with $\alpha = [\alpha_1, \alpha_2, \ldots , \alpha_N]^T$, $y = [y_1, y_2, \ldots , y_N]^T$ and $I = [1, 1, \ldots , 1]^T$. Here, $I$ is an $N \times N$ identity matrix, and $k \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times N}$ is the kernel matrix defined by:

$$ k(x_i, x_j) = \phi(x_i)^T \phi(x_j) $$

(17)

The resulting LS-SVM model for function estimation can be expressed as:

$$ y = \sum_{i=1}^N \alpha_i k(x_i, x) + b $$

(18)

The basic features of a kernel function are derived from Mercer’s theorem. All function satisfies Mercer’s condition is defined as kernel function. Typical examples of the kernel function are radial basis function (RBF) kernel, sigmoid kernel and polynomial kernel (Poly) [12].

The RBF function is widely used in different fields as kernel function. In this paper, RBF function is also selected for the proposed LS-SVM detected approach as suitable kernel function, whose formulation is defined as follows:

$$ K(x_i, x_j) = \exp \left( - \frac{|y_i - y_j|^2}{\sigma^2} \right) $$

(19)

where $\sigma^2$ is the squared variance of the RBF function.

### 4. METHODOLOGY

A database composed of inputs/output data sets has been used to train and to the proposed LS-SVM detected approach. The data sets inputs/outputs are collected through simulations in Matlab environment.

In this study, we followed the same steps proposed by previous work [13-15], we therefore assured that:

- The frequencies of the characteristic harmonics related to the Partial Rupture (PR) rotor bar vary with the variation of the speed.
- The variation of the load, for the same degree of the partial rupture bar, influences both on the amplitude of the fundamental and on the amplitude of the harmonics characterizing the defect.
- The variation of the severity partial rupture bar for a given load influences the characteristic harmonics of the defect.

The training set consists of 30 vectors were derived from the simulation cage induction model using stator current spectral analysis. The LS-SVM monitoring system was tested using different 19 simulation vectors.
The input variable $A_1$ represents the values of the ratios of the amplitude of the first fault characteristic harmonic related to the PR rotor bar $f_{b1}$ by the amplitude of the fundamental harmonic: 
$$A_1 = \frac{\text{Amp}_{fb1}}{\text{Amp}_{f}}$$
whereas the variable $A_2$ represents those of the second fault characteristic harmonic: 
$$A_2 = \frac{\text{Amp}_{fb2}}{\text{Amp}_{f}}$$ [15].

The output variable takes indicators values defining the degree of partial rupture in percentage of one and two bars under several load value.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As mentioned in previous section, the stator current spectral analysis based on Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) method is used for building a database needed for LS-SVM detected approach.

All the simulations presented in this section were performed using the machine parameters given in table 1.

Figure 2 illustrates the stator current ($I_{s_a}$) of a squirrel cage induction motor for healthy and faulty with one broken bar at time 2 [s], and two broken bars at time 3 [s] under load of $T_L = 4$ N.m.

According to the shape of the stator current of figure 2, it is difficult to observe the effect of the broken bars on the stator current, indeed the amplitude current has only a low modulation which making this analysis imprecise.

Figure 3 shows the spectrum of the stator current for healthy motor, one broken bar and two broken bars.

From figure 3, it is easy to detect and classify the characteristic harmonics related to the broken rotor bar. As seen in the same figure these harmonics were appear on either side of the fundamental harmonic at frequencies:
$$f_{b1,2} = f_s (1 \pm 2ks), \quad k = 1,2$$

where $f_s$ of 50Hz, $s$ and $k$ represents respectively the fundamental frequency, the slip the number of rotor bars.

Figure 4 illustrate the degree in percentage of Partial Rupture (PR) of one rotor bar at load of $T_L = 4$N.m. It can be noted that there is a very slight difference amplitude value of 0.08 between PR of 30% and of 100%. However, for more than one bar the degree of PR has a significant influence on the amplitude value of the faults harmonic. This analysis is illustrated in figure 5, which simulate PR in percentage simultaneously (differently and similarly) of two adjacent bars with values of 30% & 50%, 60% & 60% and 70% & 30%.

The database of input variables $A_1$ and $A_2$ provided by stator current spectral analysis was carefully determined. The output variable takes four values (indicators) describing the degree of partial rupture in percentage of one and two bars under different load value:
- 0.0: Indicate healthy motor (this case is not used for training and testing LS-SVM monitoring system).
- [0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 1.0]: Partial Rupture (PR) indicator of one rotor bar varying between 20% and 100%.
- [0.22, 0.44, 0.66 and 1.1]: PR indicator of two bars varying similarly with the same value for each bar between 20% and 100%.
- [0.12 ~ 0.97]: PR indicator of two bars varying differently with the different value for each bar between 10% & 20% and 90% & 70%.

In this paper, the parameters of LS-SVM approach have been selected after several tests. Therefore, the parameters adopted for this study are: $\gamma = 1e+05$ and $\sigma^2 = 1e-05$.

In order to achieve good performance, all data for training and testing LS-SVM approach are randomly selected. The simulation results for LS-SVM partial rupture rotor bar detection are shown in figures 6 and 7, in which 30 patterns/vectors are selected randomly to train the monitoring LS-SVM model and other 19 vectors are used to test its performance.

In addition, figure 8 and 9 illustrate the variation of the absolute error for training and testing stages. It is clearly that the errors corresponding to each stage are very low. The higher values of absolute error can be noted is of $1.6730e-05$ for testing stage.

### Figures

**Fig. 6** Variation of PR indicator according to vector number for the training set

**Fig. 7** Variation of PR indicator according to vector number for the testing set

**Fig. 8** Variation of absolute error according to vector number for the training set

**Fig. 9** Variation of absolute error according to vector number for the testing set

### Table 1: Machine parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>parameter</th>
<th>value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R_s$ (Ω)</td>
<td>2.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strength of a stator phase</td>
<td>Strength of a stator phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P$</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of pole pairs</td>
<td>Number of pole pairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$J$ (Kg.m²)</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moment of inertia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_r$</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of rotor bars</td>
<td>Number of rotor bars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_s$</td>
<td>464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of turns</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_s$ (H)</td>
<td>0.341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stator inductance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_r$ (H)</td>
<td>0.344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor inductance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U_n$ (V)</td>
<td>220/380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal voltage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_n$ (A)</td>
<td>4, 3, 2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated current</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_r$ (tr/min)</td>
<td>1,425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated speed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_n$ (kW)</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal power</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_r$ (N.m)</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated torque</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6. CONCLUSION

In this research paper, an algorithm based on LS-SVM has been considered as monitoring system to diagnosis of rotor defects in squirrel cage asynchronous machine, particularly the partial rupture rotor bar. The LS-SVM based on the introduction of a database which based on the information derived from the spectral analysis of the stator current of the machine. This database of inputs/outputs served to train the LS-SVM method. Once the training stage has been completed, a test is carried out in order to evaluate its performance. The obtained results demonstrate that the LS-SVM can successfully be used for detection the degree of partial rupture rotor bar. The proposed method could also be applied with higher accuracy in various types of faults appear in induction motor.
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